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ABOUT THE YOGA FOR FREEDIVING EXPLORATION COURSE 
Starting to freedive can be one of the most exciting and daunting things you will ever do. 
Knowing you are being guided by an expert who is as invested in your happiness and 
wellbeing as you are, can make a world of difference.  
 
Join Sara Campbell, Kundallni Yoga teacher and deepest woman in the world, on an 
exploration of freediving as a spiritual path and practice. Breathhold is the key to unlocking 
our subconscious hopes and fears. With the ocean as your teacher and world champion 
Sara as your guide, this is a powerful combination to both learn the techniques of freediivng, 
and take your first steps into the magical world of underwater soul exploration. 
 
 

WHO IS IT FOR? 
This programme is open to men and women from all backgrounds, all ages, and with all 
levels of yoga experience (including none at all!). Basic confidence in and around the water 
is helpful, but not essential.  
 
Freediving is for everyone. Some come to freediving because of their love of water and the 
fun that they experience in and around it, others come to resolve past fears and traumas, 
water-related or otherwise, that they no longer want to live with. Approaching freediving 
through the modality and technology of yoga and meditation enables everyone to discover 
deeper truths about themselves as they progress at their own rate. There is no success of 
failure in the ocean, only learning and expansion.  
 

 
MORE ABOUT THIS WORKSHOP 
Freediving is a metaphor for life; the way you approach your breathholds and deep diving is 
a direct reflection on some of your deeper subconscious patterns. Working with the water 
enables us to recognise, work with and release these patterns far more quickly, leading to 
expansion and personal freedom, It is a magical journey. If you are fascinated by 
pranayama practice and want to go deeper, want to understand more about yourself, the 
ocean and your potential, or simply want to learn how to relax in the ocean and connect 
with the wonder of our underwater world, join me for this truly unique and breathtaking 
experience.  
 
 
  



EVENT INFORMATION 
 
SCHEDULE 
Date Activity 
Thursday - ARRIVALS 
18:00 Yoga class (optional) 
	  
Friday 
08:00 Breakfast 
10:00 The Basics: breathing and not breathing, oxygen and ears 
13:00 The Work: warm-ups and in-water breathhold 
	  
Saturday 
08:00 Breakfast 
10:00 The Basics: freediving as a spiritual practice, the importance of trust, meet 

your inner dolphin 
13:00 The Work: how to discover your depths,  
	  
Sunday 
08:00 Breakfast 
10:00 Yoga class (optional) 

 

 
CONTINUING YOUR JOURNEY 
The key to integrating this approach to freediving into your own training is to develop a 
sustained meditation and yoga practice. Sara’s new online training Yoga for Freediving 
training programmes enable you to continue to build your mental strength and inner 
confidence around your regular training routines.  
 
 

ACCOMMODATION 
We recommend Coral Coast Hotel as your home for the workshop. Relax and soak up the 
energy of the Red Sea in one of the beautiful sea-view superior rooms at the hotel that is the 
host for our yoga workshops. The hotel is set directly on the beach at Eel Garden: the quiet, 
peaceful and ‘authentic’ end of Dahab. With stunning views of sunrise over the Red Sea and 
breakfast in the restaurant or palm Arisha on the beach. It is relaxation, pure and simple. 

Yoga and meditation sessions are held in the hotel’s stunning yoga room. Between sessions, 
enjoy the sun loungers and hammocks on the beach, or relax in the pool, or simply chill out 
with your book and a healthy fresh juice in the restaurant. 

 

WHAT IS INCLUDED? 
INCLUDED 
o All freediving, yoga and meditation training sessions 
o Transport to and from dive sites 
o Buoy, rope and bottom weights 
o Yoga mats and cushions 
 
NOT INCLUDED 
o Hotel accommodation  
o Airport transfers  
o Other meals and drinks 
  



KIT LIST 
o Diving equipment can be rented in Dahab – if you need to rent, please arrive in time to 

arrange this on THURSDAY before the programme starts 
o Wetsuit - 3mm is ideal for this time of year 
o Low volume mask 
o Snorkel 
o Weight belt 
o (Neck weight if you use one) 
o Bi-fins 
o Monofin (optional) 
o Dive computer 
o Yoga clothes 
o Layers - t-shirts, long sleeves, light jumpers 
o Journal and pen 
o An open heart <3 

 
TRAVEL 
FROM ABROAD 
You need to arrange your own flight, to arrive in Sharm el Sheikh in plenty of time to ensure 
you are relaxed and rested for the first session. Please send us your e-ticket as soon as 
possible for us to coordinate transfers. 

VISA 
The event will take place entirely in Dahab, and therefore European citizens are not required 
to purchase an entry visa – simply proceed to the passport control and get a stamp. 
However, if you are from outside of the EU, or plan to extend your stay in Egypt (Sharm or 
Cairo), please check for specific visa entry requirements before you travel. 

FROM CAIRO 
If you are coming by car, please arrive in plenty of time to ensure you are relaxed and rested 
for the first session. Coral Coast Hotel is easy to find – simply ask for directions once you reach 
Dahab. If coming by plane to Sharm and requiring a transfer, please send us your e-ticket as 
soon as possible for us to coordinate transfers. 

PRICE 
Training week €400 
Accommodation in single superior sea-view room, 3 nights €138 

 
CONTACT & BOOKING 
Please email smile@discoveryourdepths.com if you have any questions, or need assistance 
with accommodation or transfer bookings.  


